
Mr. Normal

The Electric Chairs

When I walk down the street you point your ugly
finger at me
Then you Turn to your friend s and you laugh
"Hey, what can that be?"
Weil it' none of your business what I'm all about
Why don't you watch where your going and
shut your mouth
just like a ROBOT, just like sheep
just like a ZOMBIE - dead asleep
just like a SPIDER - with NOT ENOUGH FEETS
Oh you're so NORMAL !!!!!!!!
MR. MR. MR. NORMAL
MR. MR. MR. NORMAL
MR. MR. MR. NOrmaI - Oh you’re VERY-VERY
norMAL!!!
 
Weil it makes you feel Big to put people who
are "DIFFERENT" down

you call me DIRTY names cause it makes
you feel like a man (MAN)
you think the world was made just for you
and it scares you to know that it's
MY WORLD TOO!
you think that you are SUPERIOR
And that I am INFERIOR
You're MISINFORMED and plain IGNORANT!
Oh, Oh, aren’t we NORMAL???!!!
Mr. Mr. Mr. Normal
Mr. Mr. Mt. norMAL
Mr. Mr. Mr. NOrmal
 
you want everyone that you meet to be just
like you

and when they ain't you think you got the right
to tell e'm what to do
Like a COMPUTER with RUSTY GEARS
You've been PROGRAMMED with LIES
and FEAR
you want an answer to your question
But when you get it - you give rejection
cause your mind - has been INFECTED
But you call that NORMAL!!!
Mr. Mr. Normal
Mr. Mr. Mr. Normal.
Mr. Mr. Mr. norMAL
 
Little grey monsters with RAZOR sharp teeth
Control JUNKY'S with Machine trained eyes
You can teil who '[tley (yes -) are by the way they sneer
whenevei orte of US walks (?) bY
antennas on their hcads -- they're on the alert
They wanna write out names - in the book
OF THE DEAD
Define our MORALS - lay tracks for out feet
THEY wanna be in CHARGE of what is in
OUR heads
THEY BUBBLE - THEY - HMMM -YEAH LINK!!!



They SPARKLE - They Bubble
They're gonna "get us" in a whole tot of TROUBLE!!!
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